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ABSTRACT High-level synthesis (HLS) is a solution for rapid prototyping of application-specific hardware
using the C/C++ behavioral programming language. Designers can apply HLS directives to optimize
hardware implementations by making trade-offs between cost and performance. However, current HLS tools
do not provide reliable quality of results (QoR) estimates, which prevents designers from making these
trade-offs efficiently to ensure that the design meets the constraints. Taking advantage of the widespread use
of machine learning (ML) to improve the predictability of electronic design automation (EDA) tools, we pro-
pose several graph neural network (GNN)-based models that learn and predict the post-implementation QoR
from the pre-schedule control data flow graph (CDFG) representation of an HLS design targeting field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation, considering also the user HLS optimization directives.
Experimental results show that our model can estimate the timing and resource usage of a previously
unseen design (i.e, a completely new CDFG) within milliseconds with high accuracy, reducing prediction
errors by up to 74% compared to the estimate generated by the Vitis HLS tool itself after going through
time-consuming scheduling and binding, and by 29% and 22% for resource usage and timing prediction,
respectively, compared to the state-of-the-art.

INDEX TERMS Electronic design automation (EDA), graph neural network (GNN),machine learning (ML),
high-level synthesis (HLS), quality of results (QoR), field-programmable gate array (FPGA).

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid expansion of hardware development and the
increase in design complexity, there is a growing need for
more efficient and effective design techniques. Traditionally,
hardware design has been an expensive and time-consuming
process requiring a high level of expertise and specialized
knowledge. In recent years, high-level synthesis (HLS) has

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Larbi Boubchir .

emerged as an important method for hardware design, allow-
ing high-level programming languages such as C/C++ to
be automatically transformed into hardware designs [1]. The
introduction of HLS has allowed designers to create hard-
ware using high-level programming languages, allowing both
faster design and faster simulation than register-transfer level.
By using HLS, designers can benefit from the abstraction and
modularity of high-level languages, enabling them to produce
more sophisticated, powerful, and portable hardware designs
in less time. In addition, designers can use HLS directives
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(also called pragmas) to optimize hardware implementations
by considering trade-offs between cost and performance. This
flow allows designers to quickly and effectively experiment
with different design configurations before working on the
final implementation.

HLS was developed to meet the above requirements, but
current commercial HLS tools do not provide reliable esti-
mates of the final quality of results (QoR) [2]. As a result,
designers are unable to make cost/performance trade-offs
and guarantee that the design will meet the requirements
because the estimation results in terms of timing and resource
usage often significantly differ from the actual QoR after
implementation.

Graphs are a widely used model in electronic design
automation tools [3]. In addition, electronic design automa-
tion tools have recently begun to use machine learning
approaches, especially for analysis tasks [4]. Recent research
has shown that graph-based machine learning techniques can
be successfully applied to various phases of the electronic
design automation flow, including logic synthesis [5], [6],
placement and routing [7], [8], [9], [10], power estimation
[11], verification [12], and testing [13].

Graph-based ML approaches have also been used to
improve the quality of results estimates in HLS [6], [14],
[15], [16]. Although these studies clearly show the advan-
tage of using graph neural networks (GNNs), they either do
not include the pragmas in their input representation or still
require features extracted from the HLS synthesis report. The
former ignores important designer input that affects QoR,
while the latter requires the execution of the scheduling, bind-
ing, and register-transfer level generation phases, which are
more time-consuming than the front-end compilation phase
on which our approach relies. In addition, our approach is
tool agnostic because we use the low level virtual machine
(LLVM) intermediate-representation (IR), which serves as
the basis for almost all HLS tools, but the ML models we
generate after training are of course both tool and platform
specific.

In this work, we aim to predict the post-implementation
QoR of an HLS design, starting from both the user C/C++
code and the user-defined optimization directives. We use
the output of the Vitis HLS open source front-end, without
any scheduling or binding information. The design input
is represented as LLVM IR from which control flow, data
flow, and call flow graphs can be derived using standard
compiler techniques. To define our ML problem, we model
the program as a single graph that combines the previously
mentioned graphs. Furthermore, we use GNNs to learn the
underlying heuristics and optimization techniques to predict
the desired objectives, namely lookup table (LUT), flip-flop
(FF), digital signal processing unit (DSP) and critical path
timing (C.P.). We do not target block RAM, latency and
throughput estimation, since the commercial HLS tools pre-
dict them relatively accurately.

We propose a GNN-based framework to predict the qual-
ity of results of an HLS design based on its HLS IR.

FIGURE 1. Overall framework flow and the relationship between the
general HLS-based hardware design workflow (left-hand side) and our
proposed framework (right-hand side) for estimating quality of results
(QoR) of an HLS-based design.

We formulate the QoR prediction problem as a multi-
objective regression task to estimate post-implementation
resource usage and timing without invoking the back-end
of the HLS tool. The general structure of our prediction
model is shown in Fig. 2. The front-end consists of a GNN
model that generates the graph-level representation for a
given input design. The back-end consists of regression-based
multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) that are fed with the gen-
erated graph-level features to predict the estimation targets.
Fig. 1 shows our overall framework flow and also shows
the relationship between the general HLS-based hardware
design workflow and our proposed predictive framework
for estimating the QoR of an HLS-based design. Our pro-
posed predictive framework is shown on the right side of the
flowchart, showing both training and inference flows. In both
phases, the IR-based graph is used as input data. During the
training process, in addition to the input data, the correspond-
ing ground truth (i.e., the actual number of resources and
clock period) is also required, which is extracted from the
post-implementation report. On the other hand, the inference
process uses the trained model to predict the QoR of a new
HLS design based on its IR.

The experimental results show that our graph-based pre-
diction model not only outperforms the commercial HLS tool
for realistic applications from various domains, but also has
the ability to generalize to previously unseen design cases by
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FIGURE 2. General structure of the framework to evaluate different graph neural network (GNN) models. Features are passed to the trainable embedding
layer to create their dense vector representations. This vector representation with the corresponding HLS IR based graph is fed as an input to GNN model.
A pooling operation is applied across all the nodes to create a single graph-level feature vector which is fed to four separate MLPs for each prediction
objective (lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital signal processing unit (DSP) and critical path (C.P.)).

extending the learned knowledge. We target Xilinx FPGAs
in this work, but our framework is based on LLVM IR, which
makes it tool independent. Thus, it can be extended to other
LLVM-based HLS tools.

Our main contributions are:
• We propose a method that exploits a graph-based repre-
sentation of an HLS design that includes both program
semantics and pragma information (Section IV-B), but
not scheduling and binding information. This graph can
be easily extracted from the LLVM model generated by
the open source front end of Vitis HLS and other LLVM-
based HLS tools.

• We develop a multi-objective GNN-based learning
model aimed at estimating resource usage and timing for
a design point using post-implementation training data,
which can be evaluated very quickly (in milliseconds,
see Section IV-D), even for medium-sized designs.

• The experimental results show that our proposed model
not only provides an improved prediction accuracy up
to 74% compared to Vitis HLS, but it can also generalize
the learned knowledge to estimate completely unseen
designs (Section V), not just unseen variants of the
same design where change only the synthesis directives,
which is much easier.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes existing ML-based HLS prediction techniques.
Section III provides background on how an HLS design is
represented as a graph and on GNNs. Section IV presents
our overall approach to estimate QoR of HLS designs
using GNNs. In Section V, we evaluate the proposed
approach and provide experimental results, followed by con-
clusions and future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
ML techniques have been successfully applied to address
various challenges during the chip design flow [17]. These
techniques have also been used to resolve the difference

between QoR estimates in HLS and post-implementation
results. Some of this work is shown in Table 1.

Dai et al. [18] and Makrani et al. [19] propose non-graph-
based ML models to estimate a design post-implementation
resource usage and timing by extracting global features
from HLS synthesis reports, thus requiring the most time-
consuming HLS steps, namely scheduling and binding.
Dai et al. [18] use a linear model (Lasso), an artificial neu-
ral network (ANN), and XGBoost to recalibrate the results
generated from HLS reports. Makrani et al. [19] use Linear
Regression, ANN, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random
Forest (RF), and an ensemble of the four models. However,
their methods require the HLS reports as input, and their
ability to correctly estimate unseen designs is questionable.
On the other hand, our solution input is the HLS LLVM

IR after the front-end execution, so we generate the QoR
estimates earlier, before the back-end execution. Therefore,
the HLS back-end itself could benefit from our estimates
(e.g., HLS scheduling could use our critical timing path pre-
dictions when balancing pipeline stages).

Another problem with previous work is the limited gener-
alization capabilities, since the inputs (features) to the model
can only be extracted after scheduling and binding. This
means that for each new and unseen design, one must run
time-consuming phases of HLS, which can take hours for
larger designs, to collect the features needed to estimate QoR.
Our model instead predicts QoR without going through the
scheduling and binding steps, while, as we show in Section V,
it can estimate new and unseen designs better than the HLS
tool itself.

Wu et al. [14] and Ustun et al. [6] use graph-based ML
models to perform HLS prediction tasks. Wu et al. [14] pro-
poses an end-to-end reinforcement learning-based framework
for design space exploration. A GNN-based performance
predictor (GPP) is integrated into the framework to predict
post-implementation resource utilization and timing based on
the data flow graph (DFG) representation. They use a separate
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TABLE 1. Comparison of ML-based approaches for high-level synthesis (HLS) prediction tasks.

GNN-based model for each objective. Ustun et al. [6] builds
a customized GNN-based model to automatically learn oper-
ation mapping patterns to improve operation delay prediction
for HLS-based designs. Their approach improves the esti-
mation accuracy by 72% with respect to Vitis HLS. Both
works only consider data flow graphs (DFGs). They show
the effectiveness of using graph neural networks even though
they do not include pragmas in their input representation and
focus on predicting only DSP clustering and clock period.

De et al. [15] compare both graph-based and non-graph-
based machine learning models to improve delay prediction
accuracy for ASICHLS and propose a hybrid model that con-
siders both local (structural) and global (domain knowledge)
features. The global features are extracted from HLS reports,
so one has to run HLS during the inference phase, which can
take a long time for large designs. We run only the HLS front-
end, which is much faster, and requires only global features
that are known to the designer before HLS starts, namely
design constraints.

Wu et al. [16] propose a graph-based ML approach to
estimate resource usage and timing based on the results of
different HLS stages. The input graphs are constructed from
the IR operator information (*.adb file) and the features are
extracted from both *.adb files and other HLS intermediate
results. They formulate the prediction problem as a single-
objective task; that is, a separate GNN-based model for each
type of resource and for timing. Furthermore, the format of
the *.adb file is not documented and can be changed at any
time. Instead, we take the information from the LLVM bit-
code (*.bc), which is a standard, well-documented format
that is generated right after the HLS front-end compilation
process, and we build a single predictive model for all the
targeted objectives. Also, [16] does not consider the HLS
synthesis directives, whereas we do.

Table 1 summarizes the relevant state-of-the-art ML-based
approaches for HLS prediction tasks and compares themwith
our contributions.

III. PRELIMINARIES
A. DESIGN AS GRAPH
Most major compiler tools use graphs for optimization and
transformation, and the first step in their compilation process
is always to transform the input program into an IR graph.

Modern HLS tools are designed and based on state-of-the-
art compilers such as LLVM [20] and GCC [21]. The input
is a high-level code that represents the functionality of the
design and can be written in programming languages such as
C/C++. The input to the front end of the HLS tool undergoes
several IR transformations, and the final output IR is geared
towards hardware circuit generation, for example by using
bit-width-accurate operations such as 7-bit additions. The
HLS IR consists of basic blocks, where each block contains
assembler-like instructions with no incoming or outgoing
branches except at the beginning and end of the block. The
HLS IR can be represented as different types of graphs such as
control flow, data flow, and call-flow for specific information
extraction.

In the control flow graph, the nodes correspond to the
LLVM instructions of the program, and the edges represent
how the instructions are sequenced, including conditional
branches. The data flow graph contains the same nodes, while
the edges represent values flowing between instructions, from
results to input operands, using the static single assignment
form. Finally, the call graph represents the calling relationship
between sub-functions, starting from the top function being
synthesized. We considered a combination of these three
graphs for our experiments.

B. GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS
Graphs are a type of data structure that helps represent
complex information explicitly by establishing relationships
between objects. Recently, there has been a significant surge
of interest in using deep neural networks, also graph neural
networks [22], to analyze graph-structured data. Associating
feature vectors (also known as node embeddings) with graph
nodes gives GNNs the ability to capture both structural and
contextual information. An edge-weighted graph can be rep-
resented as G(V ,E,A), where V and E are the set of vertices
and edges, respectively, and A ∈ Rn×n is an adjacency matrix
where Aij is the weight of the directed edge from vertex i to
vertex j, or 0 if no such edge exists. An undirected graph
can be represented by a symmetric adjacency matrix, and
an unweighted graph can be represented by a matrix where
all entries are either 0 or 1. Additionally, a graph can be
associated with a matrix of node features X ∈ Rn×d , where
the feature vector (with d elements) of the i-th node is the
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i-th row. Thus, a GNN is a model that learns a trainable
nonlinear mapping function F such thatH = F(A,X ), where
H ∈ Rn×k is the output feature matrix.
A GNN model iteratively computes a sequence of feature

matrices from the input node feature matrix through a series
of cascading layers. All layers have exactly the same graph
structure, but their feature vectors can have different sizes.
An aggregate (AGG) and an update (UPDATE) functions are
applied to each node in each layer. TheAGG function receives
the feature vector information from the neighboring nodes
of the ith node in the tth layer and sends the aggregated
information to the UPDATE function to update the ith node
features in the (t + 1)th layer based on the aggregated value
and possibly the ith node feature value in the tth layer. Note
that this may change the size of the feature vector, while the
graph remains the same across all layers. In addition, some
classes of GNNs, such as dynamic graph attention network
(GAT), also use edge features in the aggregation process.
A READOUT function, such as mean or max pooling,
is applied after the last layer to summarize the features from
all nodes and produce a single graph-level feature vector,
which is typically used as input to the MLP that produces the
final GNN output(s).

For example, a convolutional neural network where all
layers have exactly the same ‘‘image’’ size (along the x and
y directions) can be seen as a special case of GNN, where
(1) each node in the graph (except the ‘‘boundary’’ nodes,
which have smaller neighborhoods) has a set of neighbors
(i.e., nodes connected to it by edges) of the same size and
shape as the convolution filter, (2) the number of channels
in each layer is the number of elements in the node fea-
ture vector, (3) the AGG function computes a convolution
(and pooling) operation over the neighbor’s feature vectors,
(4) the UPDATE function is a ReLU, and (5) the READOUT
function concatenates the features of the last layer.

The message passing-based architecture [23] of a generic
GNN model can be summarized as follows

mt+1i = AGG
(
htu | u ∈ N (i) ∪ {i}

)
(1)

ht+1i = UPDATE
(
mt+1i

)
(2)

hG = READOUT
(
hTi , i ∈ V

)
(3)

where the feature vector for node i at layer (also called
iteration) t is denoted by hti ,N (i) represents the neighborhood
of node i, i.e. the set of nodes with an edge to i, where
mt+1i represents the aggregated message from neighbors, V is
the node set of the graph G, T is the number of layers, i.e.
message-passing iterations, of the GNN, and hG is the final
graph-level feature vector sent to the output MLP.

GNNs can be divided into two groups based on the learn-
ing method: transductive and inductive. Transductive-based
GNNs need to see the whole graph structure to learn each
node feature vector during training. If there is a change in the
structure of the graph, a model has to be retrained. Therefore,
they are not able to generalize to unseen graphs. On the other

hand, the inductive-based GNN learns a trainable function
that aggregates the feature vectors from a node neighborhood
to generate feature vectors for the nodes in the graph. Because
this trainable function is shared across the graph, like the filter
of a CNN layer, the learned model can be applied to unseen
graphs without re-training, making it generalizable. In this
work, we have performed the training via inductive learning
for the GNN models.

In general, different GNN models differ from each other
based on different aggregate and update functions [24].
Any permutation-invariant operation can serve as an AGG
function, and any differentiable function can be used as an
UPDATE function. In our experimentation, we have used
4 different GNNs, namely: graph convolutional network [25],
dynamic graph attention network [26], graph isomorphism
network [27], and deep adaptive graph neural network [28].
In this paper, we refer to these models as GCN, GAT, GIN
and DAGNN respectively.

IV. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we present ourGraph-based Machine Learning
approach to estimating the quality of results (QoR) of HLS-
based designs. The general framework is shown in Fig. 1,
which first generates a graph based on HLS IR and then
predicts the post-implementation QoR. The main steps are as
follows:

• Section IV-A describes how the dataset is built by using
different designs.

• Section IV-B presents how a graph is constructed and
generated for an HLS design.

• Section IV-C defines the local and global feature vectors
used by the predictive model.

• Section IV-D shows the proposed model and its training
and inference phases.

A. DATASET GENERATION
The fundamental step in anyML problem is to obtain the data
on which the ML model can be trained, validated, and tested.
The dataset should include a variety of designs from different
applications so that the trained MLmodel is robust enough to
generalize. For this purpose, we choose 30 designs from the
well-known HLS benchmark suites, namely MachSuite [29],
Polyhedral [30], and Rosetta [31]. The application domains of
these designs cover a wide range of areas such as linear alge-
bra, image and signal processing, computer graphics, data
mining, stencils, sorting, and ML. To create multiple hard-
ware implementations for each design, we used differentHLS
pragmas, i.e., synthesis directives (see Table 2) and various
clock periods (2.5 ns, 5 ns, 7.5 ns, and 10 ns). This allows our
predictive model to learn designs with different area-delay
tradeoffs. Thus, we build a data set with a total of 2465 data
points. We synthesize each design point in our dataset with
Vitis HLS 2021.2 [32] and implement it with Vivado 2021.2
[33] (usingVivado defaults for synthesis and implementation)
targeting Zynq UltraScale+ field-programmable gate array
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TABLE 2. Synthesis pragma configurations.

TABLE 3. Overall Summary of designs in our DATASET.

devices. The ground truth (actual resource usage and critical
path timing) of each of these design points is extracted from
the implementation and timing reports generated after the
place and route phase for maximum prediction accuracy.
Table 3 shows the range of values of the target objectives in
our dataset. The usage percentage for LUTs, DSPs and FFs
with respect to available resources on field-programmable
gate array chip used in our dataset is 75%, 100% and 22%
respectively.

B. INPUT
The input to our proposed GNN-based predictive model is an
HLS IR graph representing the functionality of the design,
extracted after the front-end compilation step. As mentioned
in Section III-A, we used a combination of control flow, data
flow, and call flow graphs for our experiments. A program
semantic information representation tool, ProGraML [34] is
used to extract the graphs from a given IR and combine them
into a single graph. It merges information from control and
data flow graphs and also preserves the function hierarchy by
incorporating the call flow.

The out-of-the-box configuration of ProGraML converts
the LLVM statements into nodes of the generated graph
with some special features like the opcode. By using the
LLVM language reference manual [35], we have extended
ProGraML capabilities to retrieve more critical information
from the LLVM statements, namely operand bit width, and
opcode category, and append it to the feature vector of each
corresponding node in the graph, as discussed below.

Bit-width describes the number of bits in the instruction
operands, which is highly relevant to the hardware resource
prediction. For example, an instruction that operates on 7-bit
operands requires fewer hardware resources than an instruc-
tion that operates on 32-bit operands.

The Opcode category identifies the functionality of an
LLVM instruction. In general, the resource requirements
and behavior of different LLVM instruction categories vary,
affecting overall performance and resource utilization. For
example, the Arithmetic category contains statements that
perform arithmetic operations, such as adding or multiplying.
In principle, this information could be learned by a GNN
from the opcode, but this would require more layers and more
training data. We decided to provide it directly because it is
design-independent and easy to derive automatically.

Algorithm 1 shows the steps to construct the graph for an
HLS design.

Algorithm 1 Graph Generation for HLS Design
Require: HLS design

LLVM IR Bitcode← Vitis HLS Front-end (HLS design)
LLVM IR← LLVM Disassembler (LLVM IR Bitcode)
Graph Representation ← Modified ProGraML (LLVM
IR)

Fig. 3 shows a toy example of how the input graph to
our model is generated. For illustration purposes, only the
most relevant nodes in the graph are shown. For example,
we have omitted zero extension and alloca nodes in the figure,
while our model considers them as well. Fig. 3 (a) shows
the HLS code for implementing the dot product of two input
vectors, including two sample HLS pragmas inside the loop.
Fig. 3 (b) shows its graph representation, extracted after
the HLS frontend compilation. The graph has two types of
nodes. The LLVM statements are represented by the blue
nodes, which are connected according to the control flow.
The variable values and constant values that represent the
operands and results of the statements in the data flow are
represented by the nodes in red. Three different colors are
used to symbolize different types of edges: blue, red, and
green for control, data, and call, respectively. Fig. 3 (c) shows
the local and global features that can be extracted directly
from the IR graph and user-defined optimization directives
(see Section IV-C for details).

C. FEATURES
Our proposed approach uses two different sets of features that
are useful for predicting post-implementation QoR. These
feature sets are extracted from two different sources, the HLS
IR code and user-defined HLS synthesis directives. We call
these sets local and global features, respectively. Local fea-
tures contain structural and contextual information. Structural
information describes the connectivity of nodes in the graph
and is encoded as an adjacency matrix. Contextual informa-
tion refers to node and edge properties, and this information
is explicitly encoded as a feature vector for each node and
edge.

For each node, its type, category, opcode, block ID, func-
tion ID, and bitwidth are taken into account. For example,
type indicates whether the node is a statement, a variable,
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FIGURE 3. An High-level synthesis (HLS) design example with its graph representation (a) shows the HLS code for an
implementation of dot product with two sample synthesis directives provided as an input to the HLS tool (b) shows its
graph representation based on an intermediate-representation (IR) which is extracted after the HLS front-end
compilation (c) shows the local and global features used by the model. Local features are extracted directly
from the IR graph. Global features are user-defined synthesis directives.

TABLE 4. Local features: Nodes and edges.

or a constant. For an edge, we only considered its type, which
basically tells whether the edge belongs to control, data,
or call flow. Details of local features are listed in Table 4.
Edge features are only considered by one of the models we
used, namely GAT.

Table 2 displays the list of global features. We feed the
global feature vector into our prediction model by concate-
nating it with the final graph-level feature vector generated
by READOUT. These features can be useful for integrating
domain-specific knowledge into the model and improving
its predictive capabilities. They have a direct impact on the
timing and resource requirements of a design. For this reason,
we explicitly provide this information to our model. These
features are exactly the same as the main user-defined HLS
synthesis directives, so they are well-known to the designer.

These global features could also be automatically extracted
from the HLS IR code via ssdm intrinsic functions

(function calls that encode both user-written and tool-
generated synthesis directives) and encoded as local features
for the nodes. However, as we show in Section V-B, the
estimation accuracy is significantly improved by using global
features as well. We leave to future work the exploration
of different sets of local features and/or GNN architectures
to overcome the need for global features and handle more
complex kernels, including, for example, multiple pipelined
loops.

D. MODEL
We formulate the QoR prediction problem as a multi-
objective regression task to estimate the post-implementation
timing and resource usage for LUT, FF, and DSP of a given
design based on its HLS IR without scheduling and bind-
ing. We do not address the block RAM estimation problem
because the HLS estimates are already quite reliable in this
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case, although we could. We use multi-task learning, where
a single GNN model is trained and the generated graph fea-
ture vector is fed to a set of MLPs to estimate the different
objectives.

The general structure of our model architecture is shown in
Fig. 2. It takes the graph representation of the design as input
and creates the initial feature vector by converting the features
extracted from LLVM (Table 4) via a trainable embedding
layer [36]. This information is then passed to the GNN
model, which iteratively updates the feature vectors layer
by layer. These updated feature vectors are used to generate
a graph-level representation vector via mean pooling, i.e.
by computing an average vector of all final feature vectors of
all nodes, which is then concatenated with the global feature
vector and passed to a set of MLPs to predict multiple targets.
We evaluated different GNNmodels (Section III-B), using the
same flow for a fair comparison (so the only difference is the
type of GNN layers).

Fig. 4 shows the training flow of the proposed framework.
Before training, we preprocess the data and apply normaliza-
tion so that each objective (timing, LUTs, DSPs, and FFs)
can contribute equally to the training loss. For example,
in the case of resource utilization, we normalize the resource
utilization by dividing it by the total number of resources
available on the field-programmable gate arrays, converting
it to a percentage utilization. Once the dataset and associated
features are available, we perform the training to obtain a
predictive model. The ground truth labels are extracted from
the post-implementation reports.

We train the GNNs model via supervised learning to learn
the behavior of the underlying HLS heuristics and opti-
mization techniques, such as scheduling, sharing, register
allocation, etc., in order to quickly and accurately predict the
desired objectives. During the training phase, an HLS design
and its configurations are first fed into the HLS tool front-
end, where the HLS IR is generated. The graph generator (see
Section IV-B for details) then converts the HLS IR into the
graph used by the GNN model as discussed above.

To select the best GNN model, we first randomly set aside
a 20% of the data set, also called the hold-out or test set. This
hold-out is not used during training and validation, but only
at the end to evaluate the final performance and report the
results. Then, we perform training by 5-fold cross-validation
on the remaining 80% dataset, where the hyperparameters of
the considered models are optimized and tuned.

The inference flow of the proposed framework is shown in
Fig. 5. The main purpose of the inference phase is to achieve
fast and accurate QoR prediction of the design compared to
the HLS baseline without going through the implementation
process, which is time consuming. In the inference phase,
we apply the same preprocessing workflow to unseen designs
(test set data points) to generate a graph and extract feature
vectors. These are then fed into the already trained model to
perform target prediction.

It is worth noting that our predictive model is able to
complete the inference to estimate resources and timing in

FIGURE 4. Training phase of the proposed framework.

milliseconds given a graph, as opposed to the implementation
phase, which typically takes minutes to hours. Table 5 shows
the inference time of the predictive model and the time HLS
tool takes for a single data point. Our model provides better
estimates of resource usage and timing in less than half of a
time with respect to the HLS tool. If we exclude the common
time needed to execute the Front-End, our model is more than
60x faster than the Back-End.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. SETUP
Our framework is deployed using PyTorch and all GNNmod-
els mentioned in Section III-B are implemented and trained
using PyTorch Geometric [37] library on a Linux machine
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FIGURE 5. Inference phase of the proposed framework.

TABLE 5. Inference time for the proposed model vs HLS time per design
point.

equipped with an Nvidia GeForce RTX 3060 graphical pro-
cessing unit. The designs in the dataset (Section IV-A) are
synthesized and implemented using Vitis HLS 2021.2 [32]
and Vivado 2021.2 [33], respectively. The ground truth labels
of the four objectives (LUT, FF, DSP, C.P.) are extracted from
the post-implementation reports. The dataset is randomly
divided into 70% for training, 10% for validation, and 20%
for testing.

For our experiments, each model has the structure shown
in Fig. 2, with the following characteristics:

1) A trainable embedding layer, that converts the features
(see Table 4) from the HLS IR into a feature vector of
size 300 that is fed as an input to the GNN layers.

2) TwoGNN layers, i.e., the AGG andUPDATE functions
are run twice, with input feature vector size 300, inter-
nal feature vector size of 128 and output feature vector
size of 64.

3) A mean pooling layer, taking the mean of each one of
the 64 output features across all nodes, and generating

a single graph-level vector of 64 features that is fed to
the MLPs.

4) Four separate MLPs, one for each prediction objective
(LUT, FF, DSP, C.P.), each with three layers with 32,
16 and 1 output features respectively.

We trained the GNN-based models in an inductive setting
[38] with the Adam optimizer [39] for 100 epochs, using
a learning rate of 0.001, a weight decay of 0.0005, and an
exponential linear unit [40] as the activation function. All of
these hyperparameters, including the number of layers and
feature vector sizes, are tuned using the validation set during
the training phase. Since the prediction problem is formulated
as a regression task, we use root mean square error as ametric
for evaluating themodels.We perform 5-fold cross-validation
to check the effectiveness and robustness of the models and
to select the best-performing model. We also compare our
models with the commercial HLS tool (Vitis HLS) used as a
baseline model and with a graph learning-based performance
prediction model [16]. Algorithm 2 shows the process of
extracting the baseline and ground truth values for a given
HLS design.

Algorithm 2 Baseline and Ground Truth (G.T.) Extractor
Require: An HLS design

RTL design, HLS report← Vitis HLS (HLS design)
Post-implementation report← Vivado (RTL design)
Baseline← HLS baseline Extractor(HLS report)
G.T.← G.T. Extractor(Post-implementation report)

B. MODEL EVALUATION AND MODEL SELECTION
A GNN model transforms the local feature vectors into a
single graph-level feature vector, which is then passed to the
non-graphic regression model (in this case using a 3-layer
MLPs). We first test the performance of the GNN models
with only local features (i.e., no manual information from the
designer).

Fig. 6a shows the performance evaluation of GNN mod-
els with respect to baseline regarding LUT, FF, DSP and
C.P. in terms of root mean square error, while Fig. 7a
shows the prediction improvements of the models over
the baseline. For LUT utilization prediction, GAT provides
the best improvement, with more than 55% over baseline.
In the case of FF, GCN, GAT, and DAGNN give predic-
tion improvements of more than 40%. GAT is the best
of all models at reducing prediction error relative to the
HLS baseline model for DSP utilization. For C.P. timing, all
models improve the prediction by more than 45%. On aver-
age, GAT is the best model for improving resource utiliza-
tion prediction, and DAGNN is the best for timing. Note
that in practice, different models may be used for different
objectives.

Fig. 6b shows the performance evaluation of the graph
neural network (GNN) model with respect to the HLS base-
line for the target objectives by also using global features.
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FIGURE 6. Performance comparison of different GNN-based predictive models for lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital signal processing unit
(DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with HLS Baseline on the test set (the lower the better).

FIGURE 7. Quality of results (QoR) prediction improvements of different GNN-based predictive models for lookup table (LUT),
flip-flop (FF), digital signal processing unit (DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with respect to HLS Baseline on the test set.

FIGURE 8. Performance comparison of best performing GNN-based
predictive models for lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital signal
processing unit (DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with HLS Baseline (the lower
the better). A 5-fold cross-validation is performed. Both Local and Global
features are considered.

Global features are concatenated with the graph features
generated by the GNN models and fed into the non-graph
regression model, MLP. Fig. 7b shows the quality of results
(QoR) improvements of the GNN-based predictive models
over the baseline. All models provide performance prediction
improvements of more than 50% for LUT utilization. For FF
utilization, GAT and DAGNN are the best models at reducing
the prediction error over the baseline, improving the QoR
prediction by up to 52%. In the case of DSP utilization,
GAT provides the best prediction improvement among all
GNN models with respect to the HLS baseline. The GAT
model with both local and global features gives a relative
improvement of almost 19% over the GAT model with local
features only.

For C.P. timing, GCN, GAT, and DAGNN based models
improve the prediction by more than 70% with respect to
the baseline, with DAGNN providing the best improvement
at 72%.
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FIGURE 9. Quality of results (QoR) prediction improvements of different GNN-based predictive models for lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital signal
processing unit (DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with respect to HLS Baseline. Both Local and Global features are used.

These GNN models provide a relative performance
improvement of up to 47% over the same models using only
local features.

It is worth noting that all of these GNN-based predic-
tion models perform better than the HLS baseline model
for all target objectives. The comparable accuracies of the
models provide a testament to the robustness of our pro-
posed methodology, where the training method of the model
and its architecture matter relatively little with respect to
the improvements over the state of the art. Graph iso-
morphism network (GIN) provides the least benefit in
terms of prediction error reduction among all the models
tested, especially in the case of DSP usage prediction (see
Fig. 7b). Based on this empirical evidence, we do not use
the graph isomorphism network for the model selection
phase.

For model selection, we use 5-fold cross-validation with a
holdout test set (see Section IV-D for details). Fig. 8 compares
the performance of the GCN, GAT and DAGNNmodels with
respect to the HLS baseline. Error bars in the figure show the
standard deviation of the models.

Fig. 9a shows the QoR improvements of the selected mod-
els over the baseline for the target objectives. For the LUT and
FF utilization predictions, all selected graph-based models
give improvements of more than 50%. The GAT based model
gives the best result of 57% for LUT, while the GCN based
model gives the best result of 55% for FF. In the case of DSP
prediction, GAT is the clear winner, reducing the prediction
error by more than 30%. For C.P. timing, all graph-based
models provide a prediction improvement of more than 67%,
with the GAT-based prediction model being the best (71%).
GAT outperforms other graph-based models in three out of
four target objectives and is not far behind in predicting FF
usage (where the GCN-basedmodel performs best).Based on
these results, we choose the GAT-based model, but we could

FIGURE 10. Quality of results (QoR) prediction improvements of our best
performing GNN-based model for lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital
signal processing unit (DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with respect to HLS
Baseline and the state-of-the-art on Unseen Kernels.

use different models for different objectives, as mentioned
above.

To evaluate the selected model over the entire dataset,
we perform a generic 5-fold cross-validation. Fig. 9b shows
the quality of results prediction improvements over the entire
data. It is observed that the GAT based prediction model pro-
vides significantly better prediction with respect to the HLS
baseline model, giving up to 74% performance prediction
improvements.

C. UNSEEN KERNELS AND COMPARISON WITH
STATE-OF-THE-ART
To check the performance of our chosen model on
unseen kernels and for a quantitative comparison with the
state-of-the-art, we choose four kernels (gemm_ncubed,
optical_flow, jacobi2d, and stencil2d),
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FIGURE 11. Performance comparison of the GAT-based predictive model for lookup table (LUT), flip-flop (FF), digital signal processing unit
(DSP) and critical path (C.P.) with respect to HLS Baseline for different loop unrolling factors (the lower the better).

including all their design variants created using different HLS
synthesis directives and clock frequencies, and use them as a
test set for evaluation (in 5-fold cross-validation, the test set
was chosen at random, so training saw many variants of each
design). gemm_ncubed is a dense matrix multiplication
algorithm, optical_flow computes the motion of each
pixel in a sequence of image frames, jacobi2d is an
iterative method that computes and updates each grid point by
averaging its neighbors, and stencil2d performs stencil
computation using a 9-point square stencil. Note that all of
these kernels have different code structures.

We compare our model quantitatively with the graph-
based machine learning approach [16], which provides
their tool in open source. For comparison with other
ML-based approaches, Table 1 provides a qualitative
analysis.

We take the best-performing regression model in [16] for
resource usage and timing prediction, train it to the best
of our ability, and call it PNA-HLS. A separate PNA-HLS
model is trained for each objective. Fig. 10 shows that our
GAT-based prediction model reduces the prediction error
for resource utilization and timing prediction by 68% and
34%, respectively, compared to HLS. Our proposed model
also outperforms the state-of-the-art PNA-HLS model by
29% and 22% for resource utilization and timing prediction,
respectively.

Fig. 11a, Fig. 11b, Fig. 11c and Fig. 11d show the per-
formance of GAT-based prediction model for different loop
unrolling factors and compares with the Baseline for LUT,
FF, DSP and C.P. respectively. These figures further demon-
strate that overall our proposed model provides better quality
of results prediction compared to HLS.

VI. CONCLUSION
Although high-level synthesis (HLS) provides great flex-
ibility for optimizing designs for area and performance,
HLS-estimated quality of results (QoR) often differ from
actual post-implementation results. We propose an HLS tool-
agnostic graph neural network (GNN)-based framework for
estimating quality of results of HLS designs, as long as the
tool provides a publicly readable low level virtual machine-
based intermediate-representation (IR). Of course, the GNN
must be trained differently for each new tool, but once trained,
it can be reused for different results.

First, a method is developed to extract a graph-based
representation of a design directly from the HLS front-end
output, encoding both program semantics and HLS synthesis
directive information. Then, a multi-objective GNN-based
learning model is proposed to predict resource usage and tim-
ing of HLS designs within milliseconds without invoking the
HLS back-end to perform scheduling and binding. To address
the issue of the limited ability of a pure GNN-based model
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to be aware of global information such as design guidelines,
this information is explicitly passed to the learning model
in addition to the local features automatically extracted from
the IR.

The experimental results show that our proposed predic-
tion model outperforms both a commercial HLS tool and a
state-of-the-art GNN-based tool [16] for realistic benchmark
applications from different domains. It also shows that our
model is capable of extending the learned knowledge and
generalizing it to unseen design cases. We plan to extend our
framework to larger designs and more application domains in
future work.
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